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High Performance Electronics for Alignment Regulation on the CLIC 30GHz
modules

D.Carrica* W.Coosemans(CERN) R.Pittin(CERN)1

1. Introduction
CERN is studying a linear collider (CLIC) to obtain electron-positron collisions with centre-of-mass
energies in the TeV range. The CLIC scheme* is based on beam acceleration at high gradient (150
MV/m) and high frequency (30 GHz) with RF power beam generation by the Two Beam
Acceleration (TBA) method. Pulsed microwave power is extracted from the drive linac (Drive
Beam) by means of power generating transfer structures and fed into the main linac (Probe Beam)
through waveguide feeders.

*(2x3,5km for 0,5TeV-2x7Km for  1TeV-2x13,75Km for 3TeV)
The main drawback of the high frequency option comes from the small accelerator iris aperture
which leads to the generation of strong wakefields increasing with the third power of the frequency
in the transverse plane. In order to prevent the beam emittance being diluted by the adverse effects
of the wakefields, sophisticated methods of beam trajectory correction, and structure alignment with
a high precision have to be applied all along the linac.
To demonstrate the feasibility of CLIC, a test facility (CTF2) is being constructed with a 30 GHz
two-beam section consisting of four identical modules resembling as closely as possible the real
CLIC design [1]. Each 1.4 m long module consists of two linacs with a girder and a doublet or a
triplet quadrupole  per module. The girders are elements that support mechanically the cavities of
the accelerator while the main objective of the quadrupole is to focus the particle beams. Fig. 1
shows the distribution of the modules with their girders and quadrupoles.

Fig. 1. Girders and quadrupoles in CTF2.
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2.Supports and displacement system

The accelerating o transfercavities and the beam position monitors sit on girders on pre-aligned
vees.  The girders are supported by inter-girder articulation supports. This support fixed at the rear
of a girder has two micromovers with link rods for the vertical movement, one micromover with
link rod and a screw stop for the horizontal movement and two link rods to support and adjust the
front of the next girder. The distance between two articulation points is 1.41m. The quadrupoles sit
on a rectified metallic plate supported by three micromovers with link rods for the vertical and two
micromovers with link rods and a screw stop for the horizontal movements.
The micromovers of an inter-girder articulation and the micromovers of the nearest quadrupoles
sit precisely on a metallic plate. This plate is aligned and fixed on a concrete block integrate into
the flooring slab. There is one concrete block for two modules.

Girder

• Silicon-carbide
• Length with extremity plates : 1.40 m
• Cross section : 0.6 x 0.12 m
• Side thickness : 7.5 mm
• Module of elasticity : 2100 daN/mm²
• Density : 2.65 g/cm³
• Thermal expansion : 4.8 x 10̄6
• Very good thermal conductivity
• weight : � 12 Kg
• Tolerance for adjustment of the vees and

             the extremi ty support plates  < 5 µm

Micromover

• stepwise motorisation
• Length at mid course : 155 mm
• Diameter : 60 mm
• Travel : ± 4 mm
• Resolution : 0.2 µm
• Repeatability : 1 µm
• Maximum load along the thrust axis : 400N
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3.Alignment: Method and sensors

The alignment system has two principal utilities. The first is to pre-align the elements to made that
the beam cam pass through the aperture and produce  signals in beam position monitors. In respect
to these signals the girders and the quadrupoles are moved for making the definitive alignment.
The second utility is to maintain the elements in this position.
The Wire Positioning System (WPS) is used to position the girders and the quadrupole supports.
The reference for each linacs is a wire under tension. The spatial position of the wires is fixed by
four reference systems, one at each extremities of the two modules. The reference systems
combine an Hydrostatic Levelling System (HLS) and a WPS put in theoretical place by
geometrical measurement from the local geodetic network. The inter-girder articulations and the
extremities of the quadrupole supports are fitted with WPS precisely located with respect to the
axes of the accelerator components. The sensors measure the distance between its axis and the
wire in two directions, one vertical and the other horizontal perpendicular to the accelerator axis.
An accelero-tiltmeter is also required on each girder and each quadrupole support to measure the
transversal tilt and the vibrations of the supports.

Main characteristics of the instruments

Wire

• Carbon + aramid fiber (Kevelar)
• Apparent diameter: 0.50 mm
• Weight of 100m : 20 gr + 16 gr
• Elastic limit: � 300 N
• Mass of counterweight used : 6 Kg

Wire Positioning System (WPS)

• Two axes
• Measurement range : ± 5mm
• Resolution: 0.1 µm
• Repeatability: 1 µm
• Bandwidth: 0-10 Hz
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4.Alignment control system.

The alignment control system of CTF2[5], as in CLIC, must regulate the position of the girders and
quadrupoles with a precision <10µm.
Thus, the alignment system requires sensors that measure the position of the components  with
respect to the beam and also needs drives capable of shifting the girders and quadrupoles in order to
maintain the system aligned.
Nevertheless, it is not possible to carry out the alignment using the beam as reference due to its
much faster dynamics with respect to the alignment system (slow since it is a  mechanical system).
Thus, the alignment is made with reference to a catenary that is pre-aligned with the theoretical
trajectory of the beam [2]. The catenary differs from a straight line, but the errors are well-known
and so properly corrected. The terms of the correction only affect the vertical components of the
measurements.
As regards the dynamic characteristics of the readings of WPS, these show significant damped
sinusoidals between 30 and 50Hz. This is due to the mechanical resonance of the reference. For
frequencies lower than 30Hz, there are no significant alterations in comparison with the required
resolution. To filter these perturbations, Moving Average filters (MA) are implemented which are
applied to each sensor output.
There are alignment errors with respect to the x and z axes, shown in fig. 2. The maximum
alignment error allowed for girders and quadrupoles, in x or z directions, is <10µm.
The displacement of girders and quadrupoles is done by stepping motors. The girders that support
the cavities are moved by three motors, while the quadrupoles are moved by five motors, all
coupled by ball and socket joints, as schematically shown in fig. 3.
The mechanisms illustrated in fig. 3 are associated with circular movements for which the non-
linear equations are developed in [3]. These equations include the inclination of girders and
quadrupoles. The inclination angles according to the three dimensions, αx, αy y αz, are measured by
inclination sensors TMS (Tilt Meter Sensor).
In fig. 4 the distribution of motors and sensors for the complete section of four modules of CFT2 is
shown. The total quantity of resources to be controlled is: 70 motors, 26 WPS and 18 TMS. Since
each WPS delivers two signals (one for x and one for z) and each TMS provides three (one for each

Hydrostatic Leveling System  (HLS)

• Measurement range : 5 mm
• Resolution : 0.2 µm
• Repeatability : 1.2  µm
• Separate external electronics

Tilt Meter System   (TMS)

• The instrument measures the tilt
 and the acceleration in two axes
• Resolution : 10-7

 
radian

• Repeatability : 10-6 radian
• Bandwith : 0 to 100 Hz
• Measurement range : ± 3.10-3 radian
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dimension), 106 signals corresponding to WPS and TMS must be acquired. To this it must be added
the temperature and hydrostatic level readings, present in the system, so there are 134 signals to be
acquired for a section of four modules.

Fig. 3. Motors  for  girders and quadrupoles.

Fig. 4. Motors and sensors in CTF2.

The displacements must respect the mechanical laws in order to avoid the “lost step” errors. Due to
mechanic inertia, friction and load torque to overcome, it is necessary to limit the acceleration. So
for displacements of low quantity of steps (<100) low and constant speeds are preferred, using
speed profiles for movements with a higher quantity of steps. The speed profiles imply a variation
of speed that is trapezoidal in the case presented.
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From the above mentioned development, it can be concluded that the electronics of the alignment
system must fulfil the following specifications:
a)  A high quantity of signals to read, filter and process (134).
b)  A high quantity of motors to drive following speed profiles.
c)  High accuracy (10µm.)
d)  Processing speed: due to the dynamic of the system, the reading of the 134 signals, their

processing, the execution of the corresponding control algorithms and the execution of
algorithms of movement of motors (speed profiles) must be accomplished in less than 3 ms. This
imposes demands in the processing time.

e)  Communication capacity with more hierarchic systems: the system must communicate with other
ones through a VME bus. The amount of data and parameters to exchange demand a flow of
information specified in 512 words of 16 bits.

f)  Low cost: the perspective to apply the electronics of CTF2 (4 x 1.4 m.) to CLIC 0.5Tev (2x3500
m.), that is about 1400 times CTF2, imposes cost conditions and small packaging.

g)  Reduction of the wiring volume: the quantity of motors and sensors justify the search for wiring
alternatives that allow significant reduction.

h)  Immunity to electric and radiation noises: the demand of a high accuracy and the presence of
strong radioactive environment generate restrictions as regards the conditions of the EMC
(Electromagnetic Compatibility).

i)  Flexibility: necessary to allow the typical changes of a development like CTF2 and then to be
able to extend it to CLIC.

j)  Modularity: allow adding modules with the same technology to versions each time more
elaborate.

This work presents an electronic system that is able to fulfil the demands of CTF2 and that is also
applicable to CLIC.

5.General Architecture of the system

In order to fulfil the specifications, the electronic proposal is based on the following principles:
a)  Generalised utilisation of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA).
b)  Utilisation of intelligent systems with high-speed and high-processing capacity.
c)  Division of the system in modules of similar characteristics.
d)  Galvanic isolation between boards and modules.

The electronics of the alignment system in the CTF2 is composed of two almost identical systems
that operate independently except that both are slaves to a more hierarchic control. One is dedicated
to the control of the Drive Beam and the other to the Probe Beam.

Each of these systems includes three subsystems: the Control Subsystem, the Acquisition
Subsystem and the Driver Subsystem, as shown in fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. General architecture of the electronics in CTF2.

5.1The Control Subsystem

The Control Subsystem cyclically performs the functions that are shown  in the flow diagram of fig.
6.

Fig. 6. Flowchart of Control Subsystem.

The Control Subsystem communicates with a system of higher hierarchy through a standard VME
bus [4]. The communication is bi-directional, that is the alignment system receives and sends
information to the more hierarchical system. The type of information received and transmitted is
detailed below.

• Information received: offsets for the correction of the catenary, individual adjustments of
sensors, MA filter parameters, velocity profile parameters, characteristics of each motor (µ/step
ratio, currents), the desired shifting of each motor, characteristics of the counters of the µm
accumulated in each motor.

• Information transmitted: TMS and WPS acquisitions, MA outputs for TMS and WPS, state of
each motor (failure, position), state of the counters of µm accumulated in each motor.
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The Control Subsystem is implemented trough a 5U board (Alignment Main Control Card, AMCC),
that is plugged in the VME bus. The communication with the VME bus is of a parallel type.

After communicating with the VME bus, the AMCC initiates a process of acquisition of all the
sensors. It sends to the Acquisition Subsystem the start conversion command and it immediately
starts to receive the readings corresponding to the previous cycle, which are transmitted by the
Acquisition Subsystem.

Once the parameters via bus VME are obtained, and after fulfilling the acquisitions, the Control
Subsystem is in a condition to execute the regulation algorithms of alignment. The results of this
process are useful to obtain the movements that each motor must perform. These are previously
processed to fulfil the movements within the framework of speed profiles. Finally, the sequences to
be executed by each motor are sent to the Driver Subsystem, where the power stages are found.
The architecture of the AMCC is given in fig. 7. The AMCC has a “dual port” interface memory,
half of it stores the data coming from the VME bus and the other half to the transmission. This
board utilises two DSPs. One is dedicated to the control of all the communications of the alignment
system and the execution of the regulation algorithms. The other DSP is in charge of the generation
of speed profiles and the control of the movement of all of the stepper motors.

Fig. 7. AMCC Architecture.

The AMCC also uses FPGA technology. All the logic and all the interface “dual port” memory are
implemented trough the FPGA. The utilisation of the DSP and the FPGA technologies allow the
execution of all the activities on one board. Besides, since the whole thing is programmable, a
greater flexibility in its development is achieved. This is important considering the experimental
stage of the CTF2.
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5.2 Acquisition Subsystem

The Acquisition Subsystem performs the following functions:
- Acquisition of sensor signals (67 signals) with a 16 bit resolution.
- Communication with the Control Subsystem.
The architecture of the Acquisition Subsystem consists of a set of chassis that are
intercommunicated in a daisy-chain way (fig. 8). Every chassis includes boards where the electronic
conditioning of the sensor signals is accomplished. Furthermore, each chassis has an acquisition
board.
The acquisition boards are of 14 channels each, with a 16 bit resolution and a maximum sampling
rate of 500 Hz. This board possesses a digital electronics that performs the channel selection and the
AD series communication. The acquisition board also includes the serial communication logic of
the chassis and the corresponding decoding circuit. All the digital devices mentioned are
implemented in FPGA, that allow to achieve a board of reduced dimensions (3U: 100x160mm),
whose distribution is observed in fig. 9.
The serial daisy-chain communication allows high flexibility since it permits to add as many chassis
as necessary. This is only limited by the capacity to be addressed of each acquisition board. Since
they possess five address bits, the maximum capacity is of 32 acquisition boards, that is to say, 32
chassis. Expressed in quantity of signals, 14 channels per board result in 448 signals. This is the
maximum number of channels that each AMCC can handle. In the CTF2 application only 67
channels are to be handled.

Fig. 8. Acquisition Subsystem.
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Fig. 9. Acquisition Card.

The serial communication between the Control and the Acquisition Subsystems is asynchronous,
with a 5 Mbit/s speed. Optical fiber is used in order to galvanic isolation and to eliminate the
electromagnetic perturbations produced in the tunnel.

5.3 Drive Subsystem.

The Drive Subsystem is structured round a set of racks, intercommunicated in a daisy-chain way,
fig. 10. Each rack includes up to five boards (Driver Cards) that possess the electronic drive for 6
motors each. Thus, each rack can drive up to 30 motors. The internal communication of the rack is
performed through a bus plane.

Fig. 10. Driver Subsystem.
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The inter-racks communication and the communication with the respective AMCC is performed
through optical fiber for isolation purposes and due to noise problems. In each rack, it exists a board
that changes optical signals in electrical ones. The communication between the Control Subsystem
and each Driver Card (through the rack) is serial asynchronous, with a 5 Mbit/s speed.

The power electronics needed to drive the six motors, with a maximum current of 2 A per phase, is
fulfilled in the Driver Card. Each motor is driven with current pulses (imposed currents), which are
generated in a PWM form. It is here included a failure monitoring system (open circuit failures) and
the corresponding protection.

In the Driver Card, apart from the control logic associated with the generation of PWM and the
protection of faults, there exist additional circuits for the maximum current per motor programming,
the management of the information of the state of each motor (failure and position of each motor),
the asynchronous communication and the address decoding. This is all implemented through a
FPGA with a capacity of 6000 logic gates. In this way, a 3U board is obtained (100x160mm),
addressable, capable of driving six motors with protections included, very flexible, that allows the
programming of the currents of each motor (fig.11).

Fig. 11. Driver Card.

The address of each driver consists of a 5-bit word, so that the AMCC can control up to 32 Driver
Cards, that is up to 192 motors. In the CTF2 application, each AMCC drives only 35 motors.

Anyway, the amount of motors that can be controlled is limited by the processing speed of the
AMCC. With the motion algorithms developed for this application, moving the six motors one step
takes 30µs. In terms of the speed of movement, this means that the maximum speed that a motor
can be moved is 1/(N. 30µs), being N the quantity of groups of six motors that is desired to move
simultaneously. Thus, maximum possible speed vary between 1040 steps/s and 33333 steps/s if one
group is driven simultaneously or 32 respectively.
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Since the CTF2 requires a simultaneous movement of 7 groups of motors (N=7), the maximum
speed that allows the system is of 4760 steps/s, that exceeds the needs of CTF2 when the system is
closed-loop (in closed-loop the movements are small and the speeds are reduced).

When the system is open-loop, large movements could be necessary but driving one motor each
time. In these case the speeds, that follow profiles, reach 33333 steps/s, that exceeds by far the
maximum mechanical speed of motors that are used in this application.

6. Results

All the requirements of the CTF2 are accomplished:
a)  134 signals to be read and processed.
b)  70 motors to be driven, following the speed.
c)  3ms processing time to acquire 134 signals, to perform the control and motion algorithms of the

motors (speed profiles).
d)  Communication with a more hierarchic system via VME bus.

The magnitude of the resulting system is as follows.
• 2 AMCC
• 4 driver Racks that include 12 Driver Cards.
• 13 AD Racks that include 13 AD 16-bit cards.
The whole system is commanded through only 8 optical fibers. This is feasible since schemes of
serial type are used in all communications.

It was experimentally tested the accuracy obtained by the system in open-loop mode. For tests in
open–loop mode, the acquisition system inputs were set as highly-stable dc signals in place of
sensor inputs. Rehearsals were performed to show the variations of the readings round the acquired
value. The results obtained are shown in fig. 12(a). It is observed that in 100 acquisitions the
maximum deviation was of 2 lsb (1 lsb corresponds to 0.3µ). The statistical values obtained are the
following: Mean Value=4000.16 lsb, Standard Deviation=0.746 lsb.

Fig. 12. (a) Acquisition Tests: 5.000 V input, 100 acquisitions. (b) Alignment errors, 100 acquisitions.

It was then verified the accuracy of the system alignment with the system in closed-loop mode.
Readings of the WPS during the active alignment were performed. The readings showed a
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maximum deviation of 1µ as observed in fig. 12(b). The corresponding statistical values are the
following: Mean Value=0.08 µ, Standard Deviation=0.493 µ..

The following graphics show the deviation of 13 WPS on the Y axis, to reach the value (0,5mm) in
closed loop mode. All the motors are moved at the same time. We have obtained the initial
precision (5microns) all along of the 4 modules, in  12 s after the motors start.

7.Real Time Task

The ALGN RT task provides the mechanism to communicate with the AMCC cards and serves all
cards and connected equipment witch is installed on the DSC. It does three most important things:
initialisation, acquisitions and control.

7.1 Initialisation

At initialisation procedure, the RT task at first opens the AMCC loop and sends all initial values
from the database to the AMCC cards. These values are:
• Scaling factors for all sensors
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• The values for Cwin and Titer for the TMS and WPS
• The maximum and minimum speed, the maximum and minimum current and the accelerations

for motors
• Initial values for the calculated offsets
• Initial values for the manual offsets
• Reset all motors from fault state
• Initialise the motors counters by the values from database (in the first step is 0)
In case of any problems, the RT task will interrupt the initialisation procedure and will try to re-
initialise the AMCC during the main loop. Until the initialisation will be done, no control or
acquisitions are available. The initialisation procedure will be made each time when the RT task
starts.

7.2 Main Loop

Reading
During the acquisition loop the RT task acquires the following:
• The AMCC flag.
• Mean values for all the sensors.
• Motors states
• Motors counters. These values acquired only in closed loop.
• The motor’s power supply value (MPS).
The reading is only available if the AMCC card has a new data and indicates that by the flag byte. If
the AMCC is in the closed loop, RT task checks the MPS value and the motor’s states. The RT task
can open the loop automatically if the MPS value less the 20V or some of motors have a fault state.
In the open loop, the RT task just collect the acquisitions to store into the database. The frequency
of acquisitions is about 0.8 Hz.

Writing
If there is a new data in the database, the RT task pass these data to the AMCC card in the following
order:
• Manual offsets.
• Calculated offsets.   
• Cwin and Titer.
Motors displacement.

7.3 30GHz Alignment System Console Application

The new console program has been created and installed. This program helps top communicate with
the RT task and control the alignment. The interface represents the scheme of real layout of the
CTF2 (Probe and Drive beams). Each sensor has its own window to display the acquisitions. See
the picture.
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Fig.14

In the scheme, all active parts marked with arrows (up/down for motors and left/right for sensors).
With this program it’s possible to control :

• The acquisitions for all sensors
• The calculated offsets for WPS. To change the acquisitions from sensor’s position to

calculated offsets the “Option” menu is used.
• The motor’s states and motor’s counters. When the mouse pointer locates inside of motor’s

button, the small yellow window pop-ups and displays the selected motor name, status and
counter.

• Move motors to any positions, which specify in steps or in microns. This action available
only in a opened loop.

• Control the Motors Power Supply value.
• Close or Open the alignment loop. The buttons for that marked with yellow arrow on the

layout picture.
• Control the AMCC flag ( Flag : OK, NOT_READY, OLD_DATA, ERROR )
• The manual offsets for WPS. For the manual offsets modifications, the left/right arrow

buttons are used. When the mouse pointer locates inside these buttons the small window
pop-ups and shows the current values for the manual offsets. When the sensor’s button
clicked, the Manual Offsets window pop-ups (one window for each group of sensors).
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• Change the Cwin and Titer value for TMS and WPS. The command button is under

“Control”  menu.

Fig.15

8. Conclusions

In spite of the magnitude and the complexity of the system to be controlled, a modular and compact
scheme was conceived, implemented in its different boards with FPGA technology and processors
of high speed and high processing capacity (DSP).

The system is now mounted in CTF2 and possesses a high noise immunity because of galvanic
isolation (optical fibers) among the different components of the system. Besides, there has been a
high reduction of fibre optic cables thanks to the generalised use of series communication.

Extremely good performance indicators were obtained, particularly the low alignment error that, in
the experiments performed, showed values of 1µ against the 10µ demanded.

Thanks to the flexibility, simplicity and reduction of components obtained, the system can be used
in the CLIC development, even before subsequent quantity addition of modules to be controlled. In
fact, the system would control modules that involve up to a maximum of 384 motors and 896
sensors without making substantial changes.
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. D.Carrica, R.Pittin, G.Uicich CTF Note 99-12 Control Subsystem Acquisition
  A/D Converters Cards , 14 Bits, 20channels, 16 bits, 14 channels
. D.Carrica, R.Pittin CTF Note 99-11 Control Subsystem Driver, Driver Card,
. D.Carrica, R.Pittin, M.Benedetti,D.Calcoen CTF Note 99-13, CTF Note 99-14, CTF Note
99-15, Stand alone Control system Test on PC.
. D.Carrica, R.Pittin,  J-M. Bouche, S.Scherbakov ,CTF Note 99-16,
  30GHz Alignment System Real Time Task

                                                          


